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We are very excited for TransAnatolia 2023 that has been providing unforgettable moments to its participants since 2010 with routes traversing the ancient history, natural beauties and unique culture of Anatolia!
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Home to civilizations dating back thousands of years, Anatolia is the most beautiful witness to history. Those who want to witness the heritages of civilizations while racing meet at Transanatolia. #ridewithhistory
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Hospitable Anatolian people, tempting Anatolia! Tolerance, traditions that are the heritage of centuries, fertile lands, inns, palaces… All traces of culture are at Transanatolia. #ridewithculture
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You have to focus on the race but the scenery is wonderful! Green, brown and blue. This trio is at least as strong as the competitors! #ridewithnature
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              WHO CAN PARTICIPATE?            
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                        Rally competitors are given road books at the highest available standards and they race against time.

Rally competitors receive a time for each respective stage. Summarization of those stage times determines the fastest racer.

Raid competitors receive points for their proximity during the stage. Summarization of those points determines the winner.

                      

                    

                    
                                              	
                              Category 1 Monocylinder:

                              - 450 cc

                            
	
                              Category 2 Monocylinder:

                              + 450 cc

                            
	
                              Category 3A Bicylinder:

                              -650 cc

                            
	
                              Category 3B Bicylinder:

                              +650 to 1000 cc

                            
	
                              Category 4 Bicylinder:

                              +1000 cc
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                        Rally competitors are given road books at the highest available standards and they race against time.

Rally competitors receive a time for each respective stage. Summarization of those stage times determines the fastest racer.

Raid competitors receive points for their proximity during the stage. Summarization of those points determines the winner.

                      

                    

                    
                                              	
                              Group G - Competition quad:

                              Powered by the action of two wheels (2-wheel drive)

                            
	
                              Group H - Competition quad:

                              Powered by the action of four wheels (4-wheel drive)
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                        Rally competitors are given road books at the highest available standards and they race against time.

Rally competitors receive a time for each respective stage. Summarization of those stage times determines the fastest racer.

Raid competitors’ challenge is with the navigation, not with time and they usually make less stages than rally competitors.

Raid competitors receive points for their proximity during the stage. Summarization of those points determines the winner.

                      

                    

                    
                                              	
                              Challenger

                                                          
	
                              SSV

                                                          


                                          

                  



                


                            
                  
                    
                      CARS

                    

                    
                      
                                              

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        Rally competitors are given road books at the highest available standards and they race against time.

Rally competitors receive a time for each respective stage. Summarization of those stage times determines the fastest racer.

Raid competitors’ challenge is with the navigation, not with time and they usually make less stages than rally competitors.

Raid competitors receive points for their proximity during the stage. Summarization of those points determines the winner.

The coefficient that will be used in order to equalize the values of the süper charged and turbo engines are : 1,5 for diesel, 1,7 for petrol vehicles

                      

                    

                    
                                              	
                              Ultimate

                                                          
	
                              Stock

                                                          
	
                              Classic

                              The vehicle should be at least 20 years old and has to be participated at least once in a race.
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                        Rally competitors are given road books at the highest available standards and they race against time.

Rally competitors receive a time for each respective stage. Summarization of those stage times determines the fastest racer.
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Join our e-newsletter list to be informed.
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